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An intimate, beautifully written coming-of-age memoir recounting a young girl’s journey
from war-torn Vietnam to Ridgewood, Queens, and her struggle to find her voice amid
clashing cultural expectations. Ly Tran is just a toddler in 1993 when she and her family
immigrate from a small town along the Mekong river in Vietnam to a two-bedroom
railroad apartment in Queens. Ly’s father, a former lieutenant in the South Vietnamese
army, spent nearly a decade as a POW, and their resettlement is made possible
through a humanitarian program run by the US government. Soon after they arrive, Ly
joins her parents and three older brothers sewing ties and cummerbunds piece-meal on
their living room floor to make ends meet. As they navigate this new landscape, Ly finds
herself torn between two worlds. She knows she must honor her parents’ Buddhist
faith and contribute to the family livelihood, working long hours at home and eventually
as a manicurist alongside her mother at a nail salon in Brownsville, Brooklyn, that her
parents take over. But at school, Ly feels the mounting pressure to blend in. A growing
inability to see the blackboard presents new challenges, especially when her father
forbids her from getting glasses, calling her diagnosis of poor vision a government
conspiracy. His frightening temper and paranoia leave an indelible mark on Ly’s sense
of self. Who is she outside of everything her family expects of her? Told in a spare,
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evocative voice that, with flashes of humor, weaves together her family’s immigration
experience with her own fraught and courageous coming of age, House of Sticks is a
timely and powerful portrait of one girl’s struggle to reckon with her heritage and forge
her own path.
Set in contemporary New Orleans but working its way back in time, A Small Hotel
chronicles the relationship between Michael and Kelly Hays, who have decided to
separate after twenty-four years of marriage. The book begins on the day that the Hays
are to finalize their divorce. Kelly is due to be in court, but instead she drives from her
home in Pensacola, Florida, across the panhandle to New Orleans and checks into
Room 303 at the Olivier House in the city’s French Quarter—the hotel where she and
Michael fell in love some twenty-five years earlier and where she now finds herself
about to make a decision that will forever affect her, Michael, and their nineteen-yearold daughter, Samantha. An intelligent, deeply moving, and remarkably written portrait
of a relationship that reads as a cross between a romance novel and a literary page
turner, A Small Hotel is a masterful story that will remind readers once again why
Robert Olen Butler has been called the “best living American writer” (Jeff Guinn, Fort
Worth Star-Telegram).
In this deeply smart and sneakily poignant collection of essays, the bestselling author of
Fraud and Don’t Get Too Comfortable makes an inspired case for always assuming
the worst—because then you’ll never be disappointed. Whether he’s taking on pop
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culture phenomena with Oscar Wilde-worthy wit or dealing with personal tragedy,
Rakoff’s sharp observations and humorist’s flair for the absurd will have you positively
reveling in the untapped power of negativity.
Having fallen in love with Vietnam during the four years she lived there in the 1990s,
Kim Fay returns for a five-week journey from Hanoi to Ho Chi Minh City. Accompanied
by her photographer sister and best Vietnamese girlfriend, she travels beyond the world
of cyclos, conical hats, and war to savor the countrys cuisine. As well as cooking with
top chefs, she becomes obsessed with clam rice in the imperial city of Hue, uncovers
the secret world of ragu in the French hill town of Dalat, and learns the art of home
cooking in cosmopolitan Ho Chi Minh City. Exploring how we eat reflects who we are as
individuals and as a community, Fay offers a poetic journey and literary feast for
armchair epicures, accompanied by recipes and full-color photography.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER * In a powerful debut about modern-day motherhood,
immigration, and identity, a pregnant Chinese woman stakes a claim to the American
dream in California. "Utterly absorbing."--Celeste Ng * "A marvel of a first novel."--O:
The Oprah Magazine * "The most eye-opening literary adventure of the
year."--Entertainment Weekly NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
The Washington Post * NPR * Real Simple Holed up with other mothers-to-be in a
secret maternity home in Los Angeles, Scarlett Chen is far from her native China,
where she worked in a factory and fell in love with the married owner, Boss Yeung.
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Now she's carrying his baby. To ensure that his child--his first son--has every
advantage, Boss Yeung has shipped Scarlett off to give birth on American soil. As
Scarlett awaits the baby's arrival, she spars with her imperious housemates. The only
one who fits in even less is Daisy, a spirited, pregnant teenager who is being kept apart
from her American boyfriend. Then a new sonogram of Scarlett's baby reveals the
unexpected. Panicked, she goes on the run by hijacking a van--only to discover that
she has a stowaway: Daisy, who intends to track down the father of her child. The two
flee to San Francisco's bustling Chinatown, where Scarlett will join countless
immigrants desperately trying to seize their piece of the American dream. What Scarlett
doesn't know is that her baby's father is not far behind her. A River of Stars is a vivid
examination of home and belonging and a moving portrayal of a woman determined to
build her own future. Praise for A River of Stars "Vanessa Hua's story spins with wild
fervor, with charming protagonists fiercely motivated by maternal and survival
instincts."--USA Today "A River of Stars is the best of all worlds: part buddy cop
adventure, part coming-of-age story and part ode to female friendship."--NPR "Hua's
epic A River of Stars follows a pair of pregnant Chinese immigrant women--two of the
more vibrant characters I've come across in a while--on the lam from Los Angeles to
San Francisco's Chinatown."--R. O. Kwon, author of The Incendiaries, in Esquire "A
delightful novel of motherhood and Chinese immigration . . . Without wading into policy
debates, Ms Hua dramatises the stories and contributions of immigrants who believe in
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grand ideals and strive to live up to them."--The Economist
Perfume RiverNo Exit Press
A lush and engrossing novel of one woman’s quest to keep Nazis from stealing
priceless art during WWII, perfect for fans of The Rose Code. Paris, 1939: The Nazis
think Éliane can't understand German. They’re wrong. They think she’s merely
cataloging art in the Louvre and unaware they’re stealing national treasures for their
private collections. They have no idea she’s carefully decoding their notes and
smuggling information to the Resistance. But Éliane is playing a dangerous game.
Does she dare trust the man she once loved with her secrets, or will he only betray her
once again? She has no way to know for certain . . . until a trip to a stunning home on
the French Riviera brings a whole new level of peril. Present Day: Wanting to forget the
tragedy that has left her life in shambles, Remy Lang heads to a home she’s
mysteriously inherited on the Riviera. While working on her vintage fashion business,
she discovers a catalog of the artworks stolen during World War II and is shocked to
see a painting that hung on her childhood bedroom wall. Who is her family, really? And
does the Riviera house hold more secrets than Remy is ready to face?
The acclaimed debut novel by the author of Little Fires Everywhere. “A taut tale of ever
deepening and quickening suspense.” —O, the Oprah Magazine “Explosive . . . Both a
propulsive mystery and a profound examination of a mixed-race family.”
—Entertainment Weekly “Lydia is dead. But they don’t know this yet.” So begins this
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exquisite novel about a Chinese American family living in 1970s small-town Ohio. Lydia
is the favorite child of Marilyn and James Lee, and her parents are determined that she
will fulfill the dreams they were unable to pursue. But when Lydia’s body is found in the
local lake, the delicate balancing act that has been keeping the Lee family together is
destroyed, tumbling them into chaos. A profoundly moving story of family, secrets, and
longing, Everything I Never Told You is both a gripping page-turner and a sensitive
family portrait, uncovering the ways in which mothers and daughters, fathers and sons,
and husbands and wives struggle, all their lives, to understand one another.
“This gentle, gorgeously written book may be one of my favorites ever.” —Jenna Bush
Hager (A Today show “Read with Jenna” Book Club Selection!) “A thoughtful, beautiful
multigenerational novel about love, God, jealousy, and friendship.” —Elizabeth Gilbert,
author of Eat, Pray, Love “A moving portrait of love and friendship set against a
backdrop of social change.” —The New York Times Book Review (Editor’s Choice)
“Here is the power of the novel in its simplest, richest form: bearing intimate witness to
human beings grappling with their faith and falling in love. That Wall executes it so
beautifully? Well, this is exactly why we read literary fiction...The best book about faith
in recent memory.” —Entertainment Weekly (A-) Charles and Lily, James and Nan.
They meet in Greenwich Village in 1963 when Charles and James are jointly hired to
steward the historic Third Presbyterian Church through turbulent times. Their personal
differences however, threaten to tear them apart. Charles is destined to succeed his
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father as an esteemed professor of history at Harvard, until an unorthodox lecture about
faith leads him to ministry. How then, can he fall in love with Lily—fiercely intellectual,
elegantly stern—after she tells him with certainty that she will never believe in God? And
yet, how can he not? James, the youngest son in a hardscrabble Chicago family, spent
much of his youth angry at his alcoholic father and avoiding his anxious mother. Nan
grew up in Mississippi, the devout and beloved daughter of a minister and a debutante.
James’s escape from his desperate circumstances leads him to Nan and, despite his
skepticism of hope in all its forms, her gentle, constant faith changes the course of his
life. In The Dearly Beloved, we follow these two couples through decades of love and
friendship, jealousy and understanding, forgiveness and commitment. Against the
backdrop of turbulent changes facing the city and the church’s congregation, these four
forge improbable paths through their evolving relationships, each struggling with
uncertainty, heartbreak, and joy. A poignant meditation on faith and reason, marriage
and children, and the ways we find meaning in our lives, Cara Wall’s The Dearly
Beloved is a gorgeous, wise, and provocative novel that is destined to become a
classic.
Award-winning author MariJo Moore asked women from around the world to consider
the devastating nature of conflict—inner wars, outer wars, public battles, and personal
losses. Their answers, in the form of poignant poetry and essays, examine war in all its
permutations, beginning in 60 CE and continuing into the 21st century, from Ireland to
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Iraq and everywhere in between. With contributions from both well-known and first-time
writers, this moving anthology encompasses a wide range of voices—a Blitz evacuee, an
ex-slave, an incarcerated mother, former military personnel, survivors of domestic
violence, those who have battled drugs and disease, and many other courageous
women willing to share their unique and timeless insight on the realities of war.
A biting, hilarious literary satire of war, business, and contemporary masculinity, set in
the cutthroat-but-ridiculous world of management consulting King of the Mississippi is
an incisive, uproarious dissection of contemporary male vanity and delusion, centered
around a "war" for dominance of a prestigious Houston consulting firm. On one side of
the conflict is Brock Wharton, an old money ex-jock whose delight in telling clients to
downsize is matched only by his firm conviction that people like himself deserve to run
the world. On the other is Mike Fink, a newly hired wily former soldier trying to ride his
veteran status to the top of a corporate world that lionizes "the troops" without truly
understanding them. Brock and Mike are mortal enemies on sight, bitterly divided not
only by background and class but by diametrically opposed (yet equally delusional)
visions of what it means to "be a man." And as their escalating conflict spirals out of
control, it will take them all the way from the hidebound boardrooms and gladiatorial
football fields of Texas to the vapid and self-serving upper echelon of Silicon Valley, to
the corporatized battlefield of Iraq, all the while serving as a ruthlessly funny takedown
of the vacuity and empty machismo of corporate life and alpha-male culture in modern
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America. Devastatingly witty, unapologetically scathing, and ultimately surprisingly
moving, King of the Mississippi marks the arrival of a unique and scintillating new voice
in American fiction, one that boldly punctures the myths of American manhood like no
one has since the heyday of The Bonfire of the Vanities and American Psycho.
Winner of the Outstanding Academic Book, American Library Association, 1994
Fragrances possess a unique ability to evoke emotions, memories, and visions. Since
the dawn of time spiritual traditions as diverse as Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Shinto,
and Buddhism have used fragrances to enhance the experience of the Divine. With
Aromatherapy for the Soul, world-renowned aromatherapist Valerie Ann Worwood has
created a comprehensive guide to the use of essential oils and aromas to enhance
spiritual practice. Originally published as The Fragrant Heavens, this groundbreaking
book draws equally upon the pioneering research of eminent scientists and the insights
of leading spiritual teachers. Extensive charts and exercises demonstrate how to use
fragrance in healing, prayer, and meditation and in conjunction with vibrational and
energetic healing. This extraordinary guide covers more than seventy essential oils and
will help you call upon the divine power of fragrance to enrich your spiritual journey.
InDistant Mandate, Ange Mlinko moves between the tormented southern landscape,
with its alternately arid and flooded scrublands, and the imaginative landscapes of
Western art. Guided by her spiritual forbears--Orpheus, Mallarm, Pound, Yeats, and
others--Mlinko deftly places herself within the tradition of the poet in protest against the
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obduracy of the real. Mlinko takes the title from a piece by Laszl Krasznahorkai on the
unknowable origins of the Alhambra, the monument "for the sight of which there is only
a distant mandate . . . [one] can see, in any event, the moment of creation of the world,
of course all the while understanding nothing of it." This distant mandate, also the "bitter
ideal" of Mallarm, is the foundation upon which all works of art are composed--the
torment of eros and the intimation of war. Myth is central to these poems; some are
based on the story Cupid and Psyche, others serve as odes to Aphrodite or as
explorations of the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice. InDistant Mandate, Mlinko has given
us a shimmering and vibrant collection, one that shows us not only how literature
imagines itself through life but also how life reimagines itself through literature.
“A vast, beguiling...postmodern novel of ideas, misread intentions, and robots, told in
words, pictures, symbols, and even blank pages” by the author of Well (Kirkus). Rooted
in the western United States in the decade after 9/11, Matthew McIntosh’s epic and
elliptical novel follows a young writer and his wife as he attempts to write the follow-up
to his first novel. He desperately searches for a form that will express the world as it
has become, even as it continually shifts all around him. Pop-up ads, search results,
web chats, snippets of conversation, lines of code, and film and television stills mix with
alchemical manuscripts, classical works of literature—and the story of a man who wakes
up one morning having lost his memory. His only clue to his own identity is a single
blank document on his computer called theMystery.doc. From text messages to The
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Divine Comedy, first love to artificial intelligence, the book explores what makes us
human—the stories we tell, the memories we hold on to, the memories we lose—and the
relationships that give our lives meaning. Part love story, part memoir, part
documentary, part existential whodunit, theMystery.doc is a modern epic about the
quest to find something lasting in a world where everything—and everyone—is in danger
of slipping away. “McIntosh is a slacker Proust, writing about the underclass of
Spokane rather than the upper classes of Paris as he attempts to convert memories
and experience into art...a remarkable achievement.”—Steven Moore, Washington Post
No Wider War is the second volume of a two-part, exploration of America's involvement
in Indochina from the end of World War II to the Fall of Saigon. Following on from the
first volume, In Good Faith, which told the story from the Japanese surrender in 1945
through America's involvement in the French Indochina War and the initial advisory
missions that followed, it traces the story of America's involvement in the Vietnam War
from the first Marines landing at Da Nang in 1965, through the traumatic Tet Offensive
of 1968 and the gradual Vietnamisation of the war that followed, to the withdrawal of
American forces and the final loss of the South in 1975. Drawing on the latest research,
unavailable to the authors of the classic Vietnam histories, including recently
declassified top secret National Security Agency material, Sergio Miller examines in
depth both the events and the key figures of the conflict to present a masterful narrative
of America's most divisive war.
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A 115-year-old man lies on his deathbed as the 2016 election results arrive, and revisits his life
in this moving story of love, fatherhood, and the American century from Pulitzer Prize winner
Robert Olen Butler. A visionary and poignant novel centered around former newspaperman
Sam Cunningham as he prepares to die, Late City covers much of the early twentieth century,
unfurling as a conversation between the dying man and a surprising God. As the two review
Sam's life, from his childhood in the American South and his time in the French trenches during
World War I to his fledgling newspaper career in Chicago in the Roaring Twenties and the
decades that follow, snippets of history are brought sharply into focus. Sam grows up in
Louisiana, with a harsh father, who he comes to resent both for his physical abuse and for
what Sam eventually perceives as his flawed morality. Eager to escape and prove himself,
Sam enlists in the army as a sniper while still underage. The hardness his father instilled in him
helps him make it out of World War I alive, but, as he recounts these tales on his deathbed, we
come to realize that it also prevents him from contending with the emotional wounds of war.
Back in the U.S., Sam moves to Chicago to begin a career as a newspaperman that will bring
him close to all the major historical turns of the twentieth century. There he meets his wife and
has a son, whose fate counters Sam's at almost every turn. As he contemplates his
relationships—with his parents, his brothers in arms, his wife, his editor, and most importantly,
his son—Sam is amazed at what he still has left to learn about himself after all these years in
this heart-rending novel from the Pulitzer Prize winner.
From one of America's most important writers, Perfume River is a masterful novel that
examines family ties and the legacy of the Vietnam War through the portrait of a single North
Florida family. Profound and poignant, it is an examination of relationships, personal choice
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and how war resonates down the generations. It is the finest novel yet from the Pulitzer Prizewinning author of A Good Scent from a Strange Mountain.
From the award-winning author of The Age of Wonder and Falling Upwards, here is a luminous
meditation on the art of biography that fuses the author’s own experiences with a history of the
genre and explores the fascinating and surprising relationship between fact and fiction. In a
book that ranges widely over art, science, and poetry, Richard Holmes confesses to a
lifetime’s obsession with his Romantic subjects. It has become for him a pursuit, or pilgrimage
of the heart, that has taken him across three centuries, through much of Europe, and into the
lively company of many earlier biographers. Central to this quest is a powerful and tender
evocation of the lives of women both scientific and literary, some well-known and some almost
lost to history: Margaret Cavendish, Mary Somerville, Germaine de Staël, Mary Wollstonecraft,
and the Dutch intellectual Zélide. Holmes also investigates the myths that have overshadowed
the lives of some favorite Romantic figures: the love-stunned John Keats, the waterlogged
Percy Bysshe Shelley, the chocolate-box painter Thomas Lawrence, the opium-soaked genius
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and the mad visionary bard William Blake. The diversity of Holmes’s
material is a testimony to his empathy, erudition, and inquiring spirit—and, sometimes, to his
mischievous streak. The Long Pursuit gives us a unique insider’s account of a biographer at
work: traveling, teaching, researching, fantasizing, forgetting, and even ballooning. From this
great chronicler of the Romantics now comes a chronicle of himself and his intellectual
passions; it contains his most personal and most seductive writing.
The New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Author James Michael Pratt brings you to a
small, coastal Californian town and delivers a poignant and unforgettable novel woven
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between the Vietnam War and the present day.... Jack Santos never had a father - or so he
believed. All his life, he was told his father was killed in the Vietnam War. Jack was raised by
his mother alone, and all his life he was searching for something he couldn't name. A twist of
fate changes everything he thought he knew, however. He discovers his father isn't dead after
all and that for the past decades he has been suspended between life and death; between
dreaming and waking. Jack is hungry for everything he can find out about this father, Levi
Harper. And the only link he has to the past is through Levi's journals. It is through these
journals that Jack discovers who his father really is: from a small boy in Paradise Bay,
California, to an eager young man going off to Vietnam, to a young husband who desperately
wants a future for his wife, Levi Harper reveals his loves, dreams, hopes...and secrets. Can
Jack discover the truth about his own life? And can he find the love that will always bring him
back to Paradise Bay? For anyone who came of age in the 1950s, 60s, or 70s, Paradise Bay is
a story that will show you the true meaning of love, and will take you home again.
“Funny, tender, and so good.” —Mindy Kaling, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Why
Not Me? Remember when we hit it off so well that we decided We’re Going to Need More
Wine? Well, this time you and I are going to turn to our friend the bartender and ask, You Got
Anything Stronger? I promise to continue to make you laugh, but with this round, the stakes get
higher as the conversation goes deeper. So. Where were we? Right, you and I left off in
October 2017, when my first book came out. The weeks before were filled with dreams of loss.
Pets dying. My husband leaving me. Babies not being born. My therapist told me it was my
soul preparing for my true self to emerge after letting go of my grief. I had finally spoken openly
about my fertility journey. I was having second thoughts—in fact, so many thoughts they were
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organizing to go on strike. But I knew I had to be honest because I didn’t want other women
going through IVF to feel as alone as I did. I had suffered in isolation, having so many
miscarriages that I could not give an exact number. Strangers shared their own journeys and
heartbreak with me. I had led with the truth, and it opened the door to compassion. When I
released We’re Going to Need More Wine, the response was so great people asked when I
would do a sequel. The New York Times even ran a headline reading “We’re Going to Need
More Gabrielle Union.” Frankly, after being so open and honest in my writing, I wasn’t sure
there was more of me I was ready to share. But life happens with all its plot twists. And new
stories demand to be told. This time, I need to be more vulnerable—not so much for me, but
anyone who feels alone in what they’re going through. A lot has changed in four years—I
became a mom and I’m raising two amazing girls. My husband retired. My career has
expanded so that I have the opportunity to lift up other voices that need to be heard. But the
world has also shown us that we have a lot we still have to fight for—as women, as black
women, as mothers, as aging women, as human beings, as friends. In You Got Anything
Stronger?, I show you how this ever-changing life presents challenges, even as it gives me
moments of pure joy. I take you on a girl’s night at Chateau Marmont, and I also talk to Isis,
my character from Bring It On. For the first time, I truly open up about my surrogacy journey
and the birth of Kaavia James Union Wade. And I take on racist institutions and practices in
the entertainment industry, asking for equality and real accountability. You Got Anything
Stronger? is me at my most vulnerable. I have recently found true strength in that vulnerability,
and I want to share that power with you here, through this book.
Living in a village in Ecuador, a Quechua Indian girl is sent to work as an indentured servant
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for an upper class "mestizo" family.
1945: the most significant year in the modern history of Vietnam. One thousand years of
dynastic politics and monarchist ideology came to an end. Eight decades of French rule lay
shattered. Five years of Japanese military occupation ceased. Allied leaders determined that
Chinese troops in the north of Indochina and British troops in the South would receive the
Japanese surrender. Ho Chi Minh proclaimed the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, with
himself as president. Drawing on extensive archival research, interviews, and an examination
of published memoirs and documents, David G. Marr has written a richly detailed and
descriptive analysis of this crucial moment in Vietnamese history. He shows how Vietnam
became a vortex of intense international and domestic competition for power, and how actions
in Washington and Paris, as well as Saigon, Hanoi, and Ho Chi Minh's mountain headquarters,
interacted and clashed, often with surprising results. Marr's book probes the ways in which war
and revolution sustain each other, tracing a process that will interest political scientists and
sociologists as well as historians and Southeast Asia specialists.
Robert Olen Butler, winner of the Pulitzer Prize in Fiction, teaches graduate fiction at Florida
State University — his version of literary boot camp. In From Where You Dream, Butler
reimagines the process of writing as emotional rather than intellectual, and tells writers how to
achieve the dreamspace necessary for composing honest, inspired fiction. Proposing that
fiction is the exploration of the human condition with yearning as its compass, Butler
reinterprets the traditional tools of the craft using the dynamics of desire. Offering a direct view
into the mind and craft of a literary master, From Where You Dream is an invaluable tool for
the novice and experienced writer alike.
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A dozen ways the American Dream can go awry in “an unrepeatable . . . tour de force” from
the Pulitzer Prize–winning author (The Washington Post Book World). “[With] touches of Italo
Calvino, Roald Dahl, and Gabriel García Márquez” the Pulitzer Prize and National Magazine
Award–winning author dazzles with his mastery of the short story, his empathy for eccentrics,
and his ability to find humor and humanity in the extremes of the American way (San Francisco
Chronicle). Using bottom-rack tabloid headlines as inspiration—among them, “Boy Born with
Tattoo of Elvis,” “Woman Struck by Car Turns into Nymphomaniac,” and “Titanic Victim
Speaks Through Waterbed”—Butler moves from the fantastic to the realistic, from the lurid to
the transcendent in exploring exile, loss, aspiration, and the search for self. Along the way, we
meet a wife who uses her glass eye to spy on her cheating husband, a widow who sets herself
on fire after losing a baking competition, a nine-year-old hit man, a woman who dates an
extraterrestrial she met at Walmart, and a furtive and mournful JFK who survived the
assassination. Weaving a seamless tapestry of high and low culture as well as the surreal,
sordid, and humorously sad, “Butler peels back the sleazy veneer of the sensational to expose
characters who long for love and the healing comfort of human compassion” (USA Today).
“Read all about it: if you’re frustrated by the way nothing much seems to happen in modern
short fiction, you’ll find Tabloid Dreams a whole different story.” —The New York Times Book
Review “These stories are masterpieces . . . a magnificent work of imagination, entertainment
and humanity.” —South Florida Sun-Sentinel “Tabloid Dreams is full-blown American magical
realism.” —Boston Book Review
A Haitian American woman survives a brutal kidnapping in this “commanding debut novel”
from the New York Times–bestselling author of Bad Feminist (The New Yorker). Author and
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essayist Roxane Gay is celebrated for her incisive commentary on identity and culture, as well
as for her bestselling nonfiction and short story collections. Now, with An Untamed State, she
delivers a “breathtaking debut novel” (The Guardian, UK) of wealth in the face of crushing
poverty, and the lawless anger produced by corrupt governments. Mireille Duval Jameson is
living a fairy tale. The strong-willed youngest daughter of one of Haiti’s richest sons, she lives
in the United States with her adoring husband and infant son, returning every summer to stay
on her father’s Port-au-Prince estate. But the fairy tale ends when Mireille is kidnapped in
broad daylight by a gang of heavily armed men, just outside the estate walls. Held captive by a
man who calls himself The Commander, Mireille waits for her father to pay her ransom. As her
father’s standoff with the kidnappers stretches out into days, Mireille must endure the torments
of a man who despises everything she represents. An Untamed State is a “breathless, artful,
disturbing and original” story of a willful woman attempting to find her way back to the person
she once was, and of how redemption is found in the most unexpected of places (Meg
Wolitzer, author of The Interestings).
The acclaimed author of The Blood of Heaven and Secessia “delivers a lyrical, emotionally
charged study of life along the Gulf Coast a century past” (Kirkus Reviews). In 1914, with the
world on the brink of war, Isaac, a nature-loving artist whose past is mysterious to all, including
himself, meets Kemper, a defiant heiress caught in the rivalry between her brothers. Kemper’s
older brother Angel is hiding a terrible secret about his sexuality, and her younger brother Red
possesses a capacity for violence that frightens even the members of his own brutal family.
Together Isaac and Kemper build a refuge on their beloved, wild, Gulf Coast. But their
paradise is short-lived; as the coast is rocked by the storms of summer, the country is gripped
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by the furor preceding World War I, and the Woolsack family’s rivalries come to a bloody
head. From the breathtaking beauty of the Gulf to the bloody havoc wreaked by the United
States in Latin America, The New Inheritors explores the beauty and burden of what is handed
down to us all. At once a love story and a family drama, a novel of nature and a novel of war,
The New Inheritors traces a family whose life is intimately tied to the Gulf, that most disputed,
threatened, and haunted part of this country we call America. “One of the darkest, most
compelling writerly imaginations around.”—New Orleans Advocate “The third mesmerizing
historical novel by Kent Wascom . . . His style and subjects echo great Southern writers like
William Faulkner and Harry Crews, continuing a tradition of recounting terrible things in
deliriously beautiful language.”—Tampa Bay Times
The Church of England still seemed an essential part of Englishness, and even of the British
state, when Mrs Thatcher was elected in 1979. The decades which followed saw a seismic
shift in the foundations of the C of E, leading to the loss of more than half its members and
much of its influence. In England today 'religion' has become a toxic brand, and Anglicanism
something done by other people. How did this happen? Is there any way back? This
'relentlessly honest' and surprisingly entertaining book tells the dramatic and contentious story
of the disappearance of the Church of England from the centre of public life. The authors –
religious correspondent Andrew Brown and academic Linda Woodhead – watched this closely,
one from the inside and one from the outside. That Was the Church, That Was shows what
happened and explains why.
“A novel that explores the darker side of human nature while making you laugh so hard iced
tea almost comes out your nose” (Tampa Tribune). One of American literature’s brightest
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stars and author of the Pulitzer Prize–winning A Good Scent from a Strange Mountain
reimagines the underworld in an uproarious novel. Its main character, Hatcher McCord, is an
evening news presenter who has found himself in Hell and is struggling to explain his bad
fortune. He’s not the only one to suffer this fate—in fact, he’s surrounded by an outrageous
cast of characters, including Humphrey Bogart, William Shakespeare, and almost all of the
popes and most of the US presidents. The question may be not who is in Hell but who isn’t.
McCord is living with Anne Boleyn in the afterlife but their happiness is, of course, constantly
derailed by her obsession with Henry VIII (and the removal of her head at rather inopportune
moments). One day McCord meets Dante’s Beatrice, who believes there is a way out of Hell,
and the next morning, during an exclusive on-camera interview with Satan, McCord realizes
that Satan’s omniscience, which he has always credited for the perfection of Hell’s torments,
may be a mirage—and Butler is off on a madcap romp about good, evil, free will, and the
possibility of escape. Butler’s depiction of Hell is original, intelligent, and fiercely comic, a book
Dante might have celebrated. “I’ll never stop believing it: Robert Olen Butler is the best living
American writer, period.” —Jeff Guinn, Fort Worth Star-Telegram
A provocative re-reading of Stanley Kubrick’s work and its focus on masculine desire The
work of Stanley Kubrick amounts to a sustained reflection on the male condition: past, present,
and future. The persistent theme of his filmmaking is less violence or sex than it is the
pressurized exertion of masculinity in unusual or extreme circumstances, where it may be
taxed or exaggerated to various effects, tragic and comic—or metamorphosed, distorted, and
even undone. The stories that Kubrick’s movies tell range from global nuclear politics to the
unpredictable sexual dynamics of a marriage; from a day in the life of a New York City
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prizefighter preparing for a nighttime bout to the evolution of humankind. These male
melodramas center on sociality and asociality. They feature male doubles, pairs, and rivals.
They explore the romance of men and their machines, and men as machines. They figure
intensely conflicted forms of male sexual desire. And they are also very much about male
manners, style, taste, and art. Examining the formal, thematic, and theoretical affiliations
between Kubrick’s three bodies of work—his photographs, his documentaries, and his feature
films—Kubrick’s Men offers new vantages on to the question of gender and sexuality, including
the first extended treatment of homosexuality in Kubrick’s male-oriented work.
From the author of The Sympathizer, winner of the 2016 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, The
Refugees is the second piece of fiction from a powerful voice in American letters, praised as
“beautiful and heartrending” (Joyce Carol Oates, New Yorker), “terrific” (Chicago Tribune),
and “an important and incisive book” (Washington Post) Published in hardcover to astounding
acclaim, The Refugees is the remarkable debut collection of short stories by Viet Thanh
Nguyen, winner of the 2016 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction for his novel The Sympathizer. In these
powerful stories, written over a period of twenty years and set in both Vietnam and America,
Nguyen paints a vivid portrait of the experiences of people leading lives between two worlds,
the adopted homeland and the country of birth. With the same incisiveness as in The
Sympathizer, in The Refugees Viet Thanh Nguyen gives voice to the hopes and expectations
of people making life-changing decisions to leave one country for another, and the rifts in
identity, loyalties, romantic relationships, and family that accompany relocation. From a young
Vietnamese refugee who suffers profound culture shock when he comes to live with two gay
men in San Francisco, to a woman whose husband is suffering from dementia and starts to
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confuse her for a former lover, to a girl living in Ho Chi Minh City whose older half-sister comes
back from America having seemingly accomplished everything she never will, the stories are a
captivating testament to the dreams and hardships of migration. The second work of fiction by
a major new voice in American letters, The Refugees is a beautifully written and sharply
observed book about the aspirations of those who leave one country for another, and the
relationships and desires for self-fulfillment that define our lives.
A 115-year-old man lays on his deathbed as the 2016 election results arrive, and revisits his
life in this moving story of love, fatherhood, and the American century from Pulitzer Prize
winner Robert Olen Butler A visionary and poignant novel centered around former
newspaperman Sam Cunningham as he prepares to die, Late City covers much of the early
twentieth century, unfurling as a conversation between the dying man and a surprising God. As
the two review Sam's life, from his childhood in the American South and his time in the French
trenches during World War I to his fledgling newspaper career in Chicago in the Roaring
Twenties and the decades that follow, snippets of history are brought sharply into focus. Sam
grows up in Louisiana, with a harsh father, who he comes to resent both for his physical abuse
and for what Sam eventually perceives as his flawed morality. Eager to escape and prove
himself, Sam enlists in the army as a sniper while still underage. The hardness his father
instilled in him helps him make it out of World War I alive, but, as he recounts these tales on
his deathbed, we come to realize that it also prevents him from contending with the emotional
wounds of war. Back in the US, Sam moves to Chicago to begin a career as a newspaperman
that will bring him close to all the major historical turns of the twentieth century. There he
meets his wife and has a son, whose fate counters Sam's at almost every turn. As he
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contemplates his relationships - with his parents, his brothers in arms, his wife, his editor, and
most importantly, his son - Sam is amazed at what he still has left to learn about himself after
all these years. Praise for Robert Olen Butler 'A thriller of great depth and intelligence' Sunday Times 'A morally complex and beautifully written thriller with a delicately portrayed love
story at its heart. A cut above' - Mail on Sunday 'Butler has not entered the significant and evergrowing canon of Vietnam-related fiction (he has long been a member) he has changed its
composition forever' - Guardian 'One of the most profoundly creative voices in fiction today' Ann Patchett 'A riveting thriller with impressively well-developed characters and such rich
historical detail that is hard to put down' - Daily Express 'Beautiful, hilarious, horrifying and
humane' - Dave Eggers

Winner of the Pulitzer Prize: “Uncannily perceptive stories written by an American from
the viewpoint of Vietnamese citizens transplanted to Louisiana” (People). A Good
Scent from a Strange Mountain is Robert Olen Butler’s Pulitzer Prize–winning
collection of lyrical and poignant stories about the aftermath of the Vietnam War and its
enduring impact on the Vietnamese. Written in a soaring prose, Butler’s haunting and
powerful stories blend Vietnamese folklore and contemporary American realities,
creating a vibrant panorama that is epic in its scope. This new edition includes two
previously uncollected stories—“Missing” and “Salem”—that brilliantly complete the
collection’s narrative journey, returning to the jungles of Vietnam to explore the
experiences of a former Vietcong soldier and an American MIA. “Deeply affecting . . . A
brilliant collection of stories about storytellers whose recited folklore radiates as implicit
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prayer . . . One of the strongest collections I’ve read in ages.” —Ann Beattie
“A surprisingly sweet and droll first-person account of the vexed attempts of an alien to
understand the bafflingly unpredictable human race” (Kirkus Reviews). The Pulitzer
Prize–winning author “raises fin de siècle literature to new heights and turns
inevitability on its head” in a novel of an alien named Desi (Publishers Weekly). For
decades, Desi has kept a quiet vigil above the Earth while studying the confusing,
fascinating, and frustrating primary species of our planet, occasionally venturing to the
planet’s surface to hear their thoughts and experience their memories using his
empathic powers. Now, on December 31, 2000, he prepares for the final phase of his
mysterious mission, which begins when he beams a tour bus bound for a Louisiana
casino aboard his ship. The twelve passengers will be the last humans whose lives he
will experience before he positions his spaceship in full and irrefutable view of the
people of Earth, and descends to the planet’s surface to proclaim his presence to all of
humanity at the turn of the millennium. Poignant, funny, and charming, Mr. Spaceman
is filled with unexpected twists and turns, a tribute to the powers of love and
understanding and the essence of what it means to be human. “Funny and humane,
entertaining and touching.” —The New York Times
"Hourglass is an inquiry into how marriage is transformed by time--abraded,
strengthened, shaped in miraculous and sometimes terrifying ways by accident and
experience. With courage and relentless honesty, Dani Shapiro opens the door to her
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house, her marriage, and her heart, and invites us to witness her own marital
reckoning--a reckoning in which she confronts both the life she dreamed of and the life
she made, and struggles to reconcile the girl she was with the woman she has
become."
Presents the work of photojournalists from fourteen countries portraying a reunified
country still recovering from the wounds of war
Clifford Wilkes, a deserter, and Lanh, a former prostitute, are among the last to escape
Saigon and attempt to start a new life together in the United States
History is everywhere, and is never as complete as when it can be accessed on a part
of history itself. The locomotive is one of the great steps in progress of civilisation that
undoubtably connects us to land and history that was shaped by the machine itself.
Although a basic form of railway, or rutway, did exist in Ancient Greek and Roman
times – notably the ship trackway between Diolkos and the Isthmus of Corinth around
600 BC – it would take several thousand years before the first fare-paying passenger
service was launched in the early nineteenth century. Some two hundred years on, it is
possible to travel by train to some of the world's most remote and remarkable
destinations, and track the many wonderful legacies of the Earth's extensive history –
man-made and otherwise. From prehistoric rock formations to skyscraper cities, slow
steam engines to high-speed bullet trains, let A History of the World in 500 Railway
Journeys be your guide. Through its beautifully illustrated pages, and 500 awe-inspiring
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railway journeys, you can chart your own transcontinental itinerary through time. Chug
through canyons, steam past ancient monuments, speed through cities, luxuriate in the
railcars of presidents and queens, or make express connections between key historical
moments or epic eras, A History of the World in 500 Railway Journeys has it all. A mustread for travellers, railfans and history buffs alike, offering inspiration and information in
equal measure.
The Pulitzer Prize–winning author’s classic, “brilliantly illuminated” account of
education in America (TheNew York Times Book Review). Mrs. Zajac is feisty, funny,
and tough. She likes to call herself an “old-lady teacher.” (She is thirty-four.) Around
Kelly School, she is infamous for her discipline: “She is mean, bro,” says one of her
students. But children love her, and so will the reader of this extraordinarily moving
book by the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of House and The Soul of a New Machine.
Tracy Kidder spent nine months in Mrs. Zajac’s fifth-grade classroom in a depressed
area of Holyoke, Massachusetts. Living among the twenty schoolchildren and their
indomitable teacher, he shared their joys, catastrophes, and small but essential
triumphs. His resulting New York Times bestseller is a revelatory and remarkably
poignant account of an inner-city school that “erupts with passionate life,” and a closeup examination of what is wrong—and right—with education in America (USA Today).
“More than a book about needy children and a valiant teacher; it is full of the author’s
genuine love, delight and celebration of the human condition. He has never used his
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talent so well.” —The New York Times
"Deeply moving and memorable." —Roxane Gay, author of Bad Feminist and Hunger
"First-time novelist Rohan shows impressive acuity in portraying the many facets of
Billy's and his family's grief." --Booklist At four hundred pounds, Billy Brennan can
always count on food. From his earliest memories, he has loved food’s colors, textures
and tastes. The way flavors go off in his mouth. How food keeps his mind still and his
bad feelings quiet. Food has always made everything better, until the day Billy’s
beloved son Michael takes his own life. Billy determines to make a difference in
Michael’s memory and undertakes a public weight-loss campaign, to raise money for
suicide prevention—his first step in an ambitious plan to save himself, and to save
others. However, Billy’s dramatic crusade appalls his family, who want to simply try to
go on. Despite his crushing detractors, Billy gains welcome allies: his community-atlarge; a co-worker who lost his father to suicide; a filmmaker with his own dubious
agenda; and a secret, miniature kingdom that Billy populates with the sub-quality dolls
and soldiers he rescues from disposal at the local toy factory where he works. But it is
only if Billy can confront the truth of his pain, suffering, and the brokenness around him,
that he and others will be able to realize the full rescue and change they need. Set in
rural, contemporary Ireland, Ethel Rohan's The Weight of Him is an unforgettable, bighearted novel about loss and reliance that moves from tragedy to recrimination to what
can be achieved when we take the stand of our lives.
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